MONTEVERDE
CLOUD FOREST

The community of Monteverde was established in the 1950's by a group of Quaker
families from the United States and has since become one of the world's most famed
conservation and eco-tourism areas. Sitting at approximately 1,400 metres (4,600 ft)
above sea level this tropical rainforest has almost 98% humidity and roughly 4 metres
(about 12 ft) of rain throughout the year, making it what scientists deem a cloud forest.
The Monteverde Cloud Forest Reserve encompasses 10,500 hectares (26,000 acres) of
utopian-like, heavily vegetated, biodiverse rain forest and cloud forest. This private
biological sanctuary has many trails to be explored by visitors and research stations
established for scientific study. On a clear day both the Pacific and Caribbean coasts of
Costa Rica are visible and at certain times of year, if you're lucky, the resplendant and
very rare Quetzal bird can be spotted.

The towns of Monteverde and Santa Elena are sandwiched between the Monteverde
Cloud Forest Reserve and the Santa Elena Cloud Forest Reserve, from which one can
see the Arenal Volcano. Enjoy a variety of activities such as hiking, bird watching, zip
lining, suspension bridge and canopy tours, the butterfly garden, a stop at the
Monteverde Cheese Factory and much more in this quiet, beautiful region.

HOTEL IDEAS
If you are considering a stay in the cloud forest of the world-famous Monteverde, we
have a lodge that won't disappoint. Wake to the sound of birdcall, bathe in your own
personal waterfall shower, be pampered with fresh-baked goods and massages, and
experience the sensation of direct contact with nature from a safe haven all integrated
into one location. You will be surrounded by fine gardens with waterfalls and offering a
striking view of the Gulf of Nicoya in the distance.

POINTS OF INTEREST
This Monteverde nature reserve was established in 1972 and initially covered some
810 acres (328 ha) of forested land. Nowadays, its protective reach extends over
35,089 acres (14,200 ha) and encompasses eight life zones atop the Continental Divide.
There are over 100 species of mammals, 400 species of birds, and 1,200 species of
amphibians and reptiles living within its bounds. It’s one of the few remaining habitats
that support all six species of the cat family – jaguars, ocelots, pumas, oncillas,
margays, and jaguarundis – as well as the endangered three-wattled bellbird and
resplendent quetzal. Over 8 miles (13 km) of trails are available for visitors to explore
on their own or with a guide. There is an assortment of activities within the
Monteverde area to help visitors engage with these forests. Hikes through the reserves
allow tourists to see, smell and even touch the interior of these jungles. Hikes that are
taken with a naturalist guide will give visitors a better chance of spotting – and learning
about – the animals that live here. Bird watching expeditions, which are best during the
early morning hours, are understandably popular, as are visits to the butterfly farms
and insect museums. Hanging bridge and aerial tram tours allow participants to peer
into the upper reaches of the forest canopy, while zip-line tours will send them flying
directly through it.

